Honor of the Clan (Legacy of the Aldenata) by Julie Cochrane

A Gripping Science Fiction Political Thriller Evolves Perfect For Collections Strong In Political Sci-Fi

Duty. Honor. Country. Three words that resound in the heart of the warrior. But what is duty when country is gone? Where does honor lie when allies are revealed as enemies, when friends are not who they seem and when enemies are the ones we love? For Cally ONeal and the ONeal Bane Sidhe, underground fighters against the tyranny of Earths Darhel ?allies.? duty lies in the overthrow of the established order. For Major General Michael ONeal, her father, duty lies in maintaining that order to prevent a reinvasion by the dreaded Posleen. When diamond meets diamond, when ONeal battles ONeal, the only sure outcome is fireworks.

Personal Review: Honor of the Clan (Legacy of the Aldenata) by Julie Cochrane
Lt. General Michael O'Neill lives in a world still a shambles after the Posleen Invasion, and his main duty is to prevent the recovery of the aliens and protect humanity from them. There is no greater duty -- even if it mans facing a basic betrayal, facing an estranged daughter, and eliminating danger at all costs. A gripping science fiction political thriller evolves perfect for collections strong in political sci-fi.
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